Host processing of branched DNA intermediates is involved in targeted transposition of IS911.
A simplified system using bacterial insertion sequence IS911 has been developed to investigate targeted insertion next to DNA sequences resembling IS ends. We show here that these IR-targeted events occur by an unusual mechanism. In the circular IS911 transposition intermediate the two IRs are abutted to form an IR/IR junction. IR-targeted insertion involves transfer of a single end of the junction to the target IR to generate a branched DNA structure. The single-end transfer (SET) intermediate, but not the final insertion product, can be detected in an in vitro reaction. SET intermediates must be processed by the bacterial host to obtain the final insertion products. Sequence analysis of these IR-targeted insertion products and of those obtained in vivo revealed high levels of DNA sequence conversion in which mutations from one IR were transferred to another. These sequence changes cannot be explained by the classic transposition pathway. A model is presented in which the four-way Holliday-like junction created by SET is processed by host-mediated branch migration, resolution, repair and replication. This pathway resembles those described for processing other branched DNA structures such as stalled replication forks.